
Berlin based and operated, yet Paris bred and raised, Jean Yann Records is an independent
music label focused on house, deep-house and techno music. Evolving in the Berlin scene
for over 7 years now, the duck-faced label has released more than 25 artists worldwide with
tracks ranging from downtempo electronica or ambient to peak-time techno! 

Jean Yann Records presents VOICES, Konstantin Scharf’s second EP. For this 3 track
episode Konstantin has stepped up his game and delivered dark, psychedelic, progressive
and sophisticated music. The first two tracks are from the young talent himself, the last one
is a remix by label producer Philippe Autuori. Oscillating between dub techno and
progressive house the first two smash hits of this EP are real warehouse anthems. The third
piece is a more relaxed vibe with groovy house notes. VOICES is the earworm you’ve been
waiting for and it’s here to stay!

Konstantin Scharf - Concentrate
Close your eyes, take a deep breath and let the beat create the atmosphere. Jean Yann
Records young talent Konstantin Scharf has put on some experience and one can hear it.
“Concentrate”, the first track of this EP mixes progressive distortions with dark vocals and a
boosted bassline. Bunker rave ready, this banger ought to be listened to with the volume
UP.

Konstantin Scharf - Observation
Next up is “Observation”, a gradually building-up deep and progressive track. Beware,
listening to this production comes at a cost, be sure to keep control whilst listening! Deep
and always developing this gem throws the listeners into a spiral. Between the sliced-up
claps, the spooky vocals and countless effects “Observation” is nerve racking and delicious
at the same time.

Philippe Autuori, Konstantin Scharf - Concentrate (Philippe Autuori Distracted Remix)
For this last track, Konstantin partnered with Philippe Autuori, long-time label friend and
mentor. One can only notice the shift in genres from the onset. With a quick clap, a lighter
mood and a waterfall of rifs, effets, vocals and surprises this “Distracted Remix” has
something of Summer Hit blended with a dark club vibe. Focussed or distracted enjoy a
track which will make you nod forever.


